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ALPHA SIGMA TAU 

Meet Our Newest Members! 
Over the past two semesters, we had welcomed in two wonderful groups of girls 
into Alpha Sigma Tau. On the left, we welcomed in Gamma Xi in the Fall and on the 
right is our newest pledge class, Gamma Omicron. Pictured in Gamma Xi is Cailin 
Beattie, Kaitlyn Kiley, Katie Moreland, Abby Chuma, Amaliya (Molly) Polanek, Nicole 
Savoie,  Elena (Laura) Izotova, Jeanine Buonopane, Jessica Berozsky, Brittany Segill, 
and Kali Fairholm. Gamma Omicron is Haley Marchant, Rebecca Mini, Kasey Daly, 
Caroline Burgess, Kat Brusger, Jenny Nguyen, and Joylyn Norris! (Top to bottom 
row) 
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Philanthropy 

Towards the end of our 
Fall semester, all of our 
sisters participated in St. 
Jude’s Up ’til Dawn event 
at Ucrossing! 


 

Besides participating in the St. 
Jude Up Til Dawn event, a 
group of sisters also volun-
teered at the St. Jude’s gala, 
Fitness for A Cure! 
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What’s Buzzing? 
In March, some of our sis-
ters attended the 9th An-
nual Women’s Apprecia-
tion Dinner hosted by 
M.A.L.E.S. At this event, 
women throughout the 
campus were acknowl-
edged  for all the work 
that did throughout the 
Lowell community!





In the end of March, we 
held our 1st Annual Paint-
ing with the Taus in honor 
of Kylie Inman! A lot of our 
sisters worked hard to get 
this event going and it 
wouldn't have been so 
successful without the 
support from our alumnae 
so thank you! At the end, 
we raised almost $3,000 
for the Boston Center of 
Endometriosis!
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In April, to show our 
stand against sexual 
assault some of our 
sisters marched and 
attended Take Back the 
Night event that night! 





One of most recent 
events was Greek 
Olympics! As a sorori-
ty, we competed in 
various events like 
chariot racing, 
dodgeball, flag foot-
ball, obstacle course, 
and corn hole! At the 
end, we were suc-
cessful in taking 
home the gold for the 
sororities and Delta Kappa Phi for the fraternity! 
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Alumnae Pearls 

Beta Tau Advisors


I could literally write an entire newsletter just thanking 
you for all you have done for us. You are all my biggest role models and I love you all. Thank 
you for being there for us <3 -Malia


Maelyn Morrison


Mae Mae I miss you so much and I hope I can come visit you in Florida this summer!  Can't 
wait to meet your puppy - Meghan Johnson


Tiffany Saragian


She has been an amazing an advisor and she has been accessible to our whole chapter. 
She as helped with us with all the changes and any advice we need, business or otherwise. 
She is a Top Tau <3 - Danielle DiFrumolo


Bianka Lazarus


Thank you for everything you do for me and everything that you have done for Beta Tau! 
None of what you do goes unnoticed. I love you<3  -GLittle, Kahlie #436


Julia Ciociolo


You are the most amazing Big! I can't wait for you to visit the summer :) I love you! -Little


Kellie O'Brien


Hi Kellie! I want you to know that you are very missed within the chapter. You are one of the 
women that inspired me to give Alpha Sigma Tau my all and I wouldn't be here without you! 
-Malia
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Katie McGinness


Hello love! I miss you being active everyday and I am so happy that I still get to see you of-
ten :) Thank you for always coming around and being a good friend! -Malia


Thank you for always being around for a smile and a laugh. Your constant support is some-
thing that many of us take for granted but so glad we have. You really have been so impact-
ful on many of our lives. I’m so proud of you chasing your dreams and never giving up on 
your career goals. Love you always  -Sabrina 


Renee Inman


I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for your unwavering support for the Beta 
Tau Chapter. You and Kylie really do embody what it means to be an Alpha Sigma Tau, and 
for that I am eternally grateful to know you. The world needs more people like you in it! <3

-Malia D'Orlando


Katie Cook


Thank you for all you do with the Alumnae Chapter! We appreciate everything you are in-
volved in :) -Malia


Victoria Beauchesne


Hey Victoria, it was great to see you at the Kylie Inman Memorial Event! Congratulations on 
your recent engagement! I am so happy for you <3 Lastly, the fundraising you are doing for 
kids with cancer is phenomenal, you really are a dedicated person and that is something to 
admire. -Malia 


Cassandra Demongenes

Hey Cassandra! I just wanted to say how proud I am of you and of how far you’ve come. 
You have accomplished so much in the last couple years from graduating, to getting an 
amazing job, to being accepted to grad school, to building a house and getting engaged! 
You deserve all of it because you are driven and passionate about what you do. I can’t wait 
to see what the future holds for you, but I’m certain you will go very far. You are a great role 
model and a compassionate motivated woman, and I know everyone would agree with me. 
I’m so lucky to have you as a sister and I know you will always be there for me. Keep being 
amazing! Love you! - Julie Rosenthal


Brittany Kacevich


I am so proud of everything you have accomplished and I am excited to see what you do 
next! you are so motivated. Thank you for everything that you do for me! Love you lots <3 

- Little Ruby (:
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Amanda Turner


Thank you for being such a wonderful support to me this year. I never thought you’d be 
someone I’d have the opportunity to get close to and I’m so fortunate for it. Love you and 
thanks for all that you do for the chapter. -Sabrina 


Sarah Steinburg


Thank you for being everyone’s sunshine. Seeing you this year has made not just that day 
but weeks after better. Glad to have such a sunshine role model as you. Miss and love you 

-Sabrina 
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Yellow Rose 
Thank you to everyone who attended Yellow this weekend! It 
was nice to see everyone dressed up and looking beautiful. I 
hope you guys enjoyed it as much as I did and for those who 
were not at the event, here is a compilation of some of the 
sisters and alumnae at the event! 
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